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SELECT

EXCELLENT PLANTABILITY WITH LOW
OPERATING COST
Developed to small and medium farmers looking for a versatile seeder with low operating cost and excellent plantability,
the SELECT seeder line is light, compact and robust.
Additionally, the KUHN Select seeder can be equipped with a large seeds kit to adapt to the most diverse conditions,
regardless of the crop and the type of soil.

SMALL AND LARGE SEEDS VERSIONS
The SELECT is a small seeds seeder as standard.
Optionally, the SELECT can be set up to be able to work with
seeds like corn and soybeans.
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HIGH PRODUCTIVITY GUARANTEED WITH LOW
COST AND SIMPLICITY
LOW OPERATING COST
The KUHN Select is the ideal seeder for the farmers who are looking for simplicity, agility and low costs. All its adjustments, from the
transmission box to the depth limiters, are carried out in a simple, fast and precise way, without requiring the use of any type of tool.

THE SELECT SEEDER HAS THE CONFIDENCE AND FLEXIBILITY THAT NO-TILL WORK NEEDS

PANTOGRAPHIC LINES

SEALED PANTOGRAPHERS

Pantographic system ensures better
oscilation in slopes, contour lines and
rough terrain.

With the system of sealed bushings
there is no need for periodic lubrication
and the life of the joints is extended.

QUICK SETTINGS

DEPTH LIMITER

The seeding row units have simplified,
quick and ergonomic adjustments,
without the need for tools.

The double depth limiters have
independent movement oscillation
and adjustment of their position
angle to adapt to different planting
condition.

TRANSPORTATION WHEEL

PASTURE BOX

This option allows transportation
between areas with total ergonomics, safety and agility.

The pasture box allows sowing a
combination of different types of
seeds, usually used for pastures.
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Technical Specifications

Number of small seeds rows

SELECT
SELECT 13

SELECT 17

SELECT 21

13

17

21

Small seeds spacing (cm)

17

Number of large seeds rows

5

7

Large seeds spacing (cm)

8

45

Seed hopper capacity (L)

416

Fertilizer hopper capacity (L)

480

555

890

640

1150

Seed transmission system

Gear transmission box

Fertilizer transmission system

Gear transmission box

Seed adjustment system

Regulating spindle

Fertilizer adjustment system

Gear transmission box

Seed metering unity

Helical Screw Rotor

Fertilizer metering unity

Fertisystem

Small seeds working width (m)

2,04

2,72

3,40

Working width with large seeds (m)

1,80

2,70

3,15

Transport width (m)

2,86

3,50

Tires

7.00 – 16 10 L

Weight (kg)

2100

Tractor requirements - lift

5,04
400 x 60 x 15.5 / 14 L

2500

3400

1 double-acting valve

Tractor requirements - row marker

1 double-acting valve

Minimum small seeds tractor power (cv) *

65

85

Minimum tractor power - small seeds - disc (cv) *

55

75

85

Minimum tractor power - large seeds - knife (cv) *

65

90

100

Working speed (km / h)

105
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For more information about KUHN products visit:
www.kuhn.com
Your KUHN Dealer
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Information given in this document is only for information purposes and is non-contractual. Our machines
are in compliance with regulations in force in the country of delivery. In our literature, and for improved
illustration of certain details, some safety devices may not be in operation position. When operating
these machines, these devices must be in position in accordance with the requirements indicated
in the operator’s manuals and assembly manuals. Respect the tractor gross vehicle weight rating,
its lift capacity and maximum load per axle and tires. The tractor front axle load must always comply
with the regulations of the country of delivery (in Europe, it must reach minimum 20% of the tractor
net weight). We reserve the right to change any designs, specifications or materials listed without
further notice. Trademarks cited in this document may be registered in one or several countries.
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* Power may vary depending on working conditions

